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The complex tribochemical nature of lubricated tribological contacts is inaccessible in real time
without altering their initial state. To overcome this issue, a new design of a pin-on-disc tribological
apparatus was developed and combined with synchrotron X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). Using
the designed apparatus, it is possible to study in situ the transient decomposition reactions of various
oil additives on different surfaces under a wide range of realistic operating conditions of contact
pressure (1.0–3.0 GPa), temperature (25–120 ◦C), and sliding speed (30–3000 rpm or 0.15–15 m/s).
To test the apparatus, several tribological tests were performed at different shearing times ranging
from 2.5 to 60 min. These tests were carried out under helium atmosphere at a temperature of 80 ◦C,
contact pressure of 2.2 GPa, and sliding speed of 50 rpm. The XAS experiments indicate that the zinc
dialkyldithiophosphate antiwear additive decomposes in the oil to form a tribofilm on the iron surface
at different reaction kinetics from the ones of the thermal film. The tribofilm composition evolves much
faster than the one of the thermal film, which confirms that the formation of the tribofilm is a thermally
activated process similar to the one of the thermal film but accelerated by shear. Furthermore, the results
indicate that the sulfur of the formed film, whether a tribofilm or a thermal film, appears initially in the
form of sulfate, with some sulfide, which under heat or shear is reduced into mainly sulfide. Published
by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4973354]

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the biggest challenges for industry is friction
and wear, which consume material, energy, and ultimately
money. For example, in the automotive industry about 28%
of the fuel energy is wasted due to friction losses in engine
and transmission.1 Therefore, by reducing friction by 1%,
the annual fuel consumption worldwide is projected to be
reduced by 1 × 109 l based on the total consumption in 2015.2

Furthermore, more than 1.0% saving in the Gross National
Product (GNP) of many industrial counties, such as the USA,3

UK,4 and China,5 can be achieved through a proactive practice
of tribology that optimizes friction, wear, and lubrication. One
of the proactive measures taken by industry to reduce friction
and wear is the use of oil additives such as molybdenum
dithiocarbamate (MoDTC) and zinc dialkyldithiophosphate
(ZDDP). MoDTC additive is used mainly as a friction
modifier. It decomposes at high temperature and under shear
to form MoS2 sheets on the contacting surfaces, which
reduce friction due to their interlayer sliding.6 On the other
hand, phosphorous containing additives such as ZDDP are
widely used in the automotive industry as antiwear and
antioxidant additives.7 They can mitigate wear by forming a
protective film, called tribofilm, on the contacting surfaces8

and by breaking the surface oxidation cycle by decomposing
peroxides and peroxy-radicals in the oil.9

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
a.dorgham@leeds.ac.uk

Extensive experimental and modeling works have been
carried out in order to understand the decomposition reactions
of oil additives, the formation and removal of their formed
tribofilms, and the possible synergy between them.7,10

Nonetheless, the complete nature of the tribochemical
reactions occurring on the surfaces under shear is still not fully
understood. The rate of the decomposition reactions of oil
additives and the associated rate of their tribofilms formation
under different operating conditions and on different surfaces
are still yet unexplored areas though highly important for
optimizing the running-in period. Furthermore, the role of
the available cations in the oil such as iron in the tribofilm
formation is still controversial. Several studies9,11–13 suggested
that iron is needed for the formation of tribofilms such as the
ones of ZDDPs. On the other hand, other studies14–17 found
that these tribofilms can form on surfaces other than iron.

The major obstacle in obtaining better understanding of
the transient tribochemical nature at the tribological contacts
is mainly due to the inability to probe the contact area directly.
Most of the previous studies were carried out ex situ after
the tribological test is stopped and the contacting surfaces
are cooled down and separated. This alteration of the initial
state of the sample brings about several limitations. First, the
surface analysis will be performed under different conditions
from the test environment. This can change the composition
of the newly formed surface film by exposing it to a new
environment of different temperature and relative humidity.9,18

Furthermore, it can expose the surface to adventitious entities
or contaminants such as carbon,19 which can attenuate the
measured atomic concentrations depending on the electrons
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inelastic mean free path through the elements under study.20

Second, rinsing the surface with a solvent to remove the
excess oil, which is the typical practice before carrying out
the ex situ analysis especially under ultra-high vacuum (UHV)
conditions, can remove part of the tribofilm layers and hence
part of the information can be lost after washing.21 Third,
the fact that the surface can only be probed after finishing
the tribological test prevents capturing the early stage of
the tribofilm formation. Therefore, it can severely limit our
understanding of the dynamical tribochemical nature of oil
additives and it conceals the occurrence of any side reaction
and the identification of any precursor or intermediate.
Nonetheless, regardless of these limitations, several ex situ
and in situ studies examined the tribological contacts after
different shearing times and operating conditions, which
provided significant insights into the complex tribochemistry
of the additives decomposition and the formation of functional
tribofilms.

The ex situ studies were carried out mainly using X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),19,22 Raman spectros-
copy,23,24 Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy,25

and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS).26,27 The XAS
studies investigated the reactions of different oil addi-
tives including ZDDP,14,28,29 ashless alkyldithiophosphate
(DDP),28,30 potassium triborate,31 phosphate ester additives,32

and other different organosulfur additives.33 These studies
examined the composition of the formed tribofilms, whether
on iron,34 Al–Si alloys,14,35 or other coated surfaces.34 In
addition, several other studies26,36 examined the effect of
detergents and dispersants on the decomposition reactions and
the synergy between the different oil additives. Some of these
XAS measurements were combined with X-ray photoelectron
emission microscopy (X-PEEM)27,31,37 and photoelectron
emission microscope by synchrotron undulator illumination
technique.38 A review of the different contributions of these
various XAS techniques to tribology was provided by Nicholls
et al.,27 which highlighted the importance of XAS especially
in studying the reactions of oil additives and the composition
of the formed tribofilms.

Although the majority of the previous studies focused on
using mainly ex situ techniques, there are also a number of
studies that attempted to probe the chemistry and composition
of various materials using in situ techniques such as vacuum
XPS,39,40 Raman spectroscopy,23,41 and Attenuated Total
Reflectance (ATR)-FTIR.42,43 However, these techniques have
some drawbacks in addition to their advantages. For instance,
despite the surface sensitivity of the UHV-XPS technique,
the need for a high vacuum environment necessitates that
the tribological experiments to be performed in dry condition
without the use of liquid lubricants and additives. The use
of Raman spectroscopy can overcome this problem as the
surface analysis can be performed under ambient atmosphere.
However, not all the vibrational modes of the tribofilm
constituents are expected to be Raman active, which depends
on the spectroscopic selection rules that require a change
in the polarizability of the molecule.44 Furthermore, this
technique has a large sampling depth, which makes it surface
insensitive.45 In addition, the need to use a transparent sapphire
window as one of the counterparts adds a fingerprint of this

material to the acquired data. The sapphire window also limits
the usage of this technique to an inert surface which slides
past another surface. The ATR-FTIR technique solves this
problem by utilizing the total internal reflection through a
germanium crystal that can be coated with a thin iron layer
of few nanometers. Nevertheless, there are certain difficulties
associated with this technique. Due to the ultra-thin coated
layer on the crystal, the tribological tests cannot be performed
under severe conditions involving wear, which limits the
technique to mild operating conditions. Another issue with
this technique is related to the possible change in the acquired
signal depending on the following:46 (i) the refraction index of
the germanium crystal, which can change with temperature,
(ii) any local variations in the thickness of the Fe coating on the
germanium crystal, and (iii) the heterogeneity of the tribofilm
thickness and composition, which can lead to variations in the
penetration depth of the evanescent wave and effectively the
sampling depth. These variations can affect both the intensity
and chemical shift of the acquired signal.

In addition to these in situ techniques, there were
numerous studies that utilized in situ XAS to study the
evolution over time of different materials such as catalysts,47,48

electrodes (cathode materials) of metal oxides,49,50 and
tribofilms of oil additives.51,52 Morina et al.51 and Ferrari
et al.52 studied the evolution of ZDDP thermal films in situ
after different heating times using a heating cell combined
with XAS. In order to have a surface sensitive signal,
they performed the in situ experiments in the total external
reflectance mode by tilting the samples to an angle less than
the glancing angle. Nevertheless, so far, to our best knowledge,
there are no reports on the in situ evolution of the tribofilms
of oil additives under realistic conditions involving shear
between contacting surfaces using the XAS technique. This
study aims at developing a technique that allows examining the
composition of these tribofilms in situ under the same testing
conditions after different shearing times. This should provide a
better understanding of the additives decomposition reactions
and their kinetics without altering the sample condition. As
a case study, this newly developed techniques will be used
to follow the composition of ZDDP additives after different
shearing times while keeping the sample at the same testing
conditions, i.e., the same temperature and without rinsing the
surface or altering its state.

II. TRIBOTESTER DESIGN

The designed tribotester shown in Fig. 1 is considered
a pin-on-disc apparatus in which the disc is rotating and
the pin is stationary. The rotation of the disc is achieved
using an Electronically Commutated (EC) flat brushless motor
(Maxon Motor, Switzerland) of 12 pole pairs. The motor has
a nominal torque of 0.444 Nm, which is larger than the
calculated needed torque of 0.25 Nm at 50 N maximum load
and thus there was no need to use a gearbox. The motor has a
diameter of 90 mm and a velocity range of 30–3000 rpm, or
0.15–15 m/s calculated at the central diameter of a wear scar of
97.5 mm. The detection of the rotor position was performed
using three digital hall sensors whereas the speed control
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FIG. 1. Schematic of (a) the assembly and (b) a cross section of the tribolog-
ical apparatus used in the in situ XAS experiments. The synchrotron X-ray
incident beam and the XRF and XAS detectors are also shown in (a). The
detector is placed in the vertical geometry at a right angle relative to both the
incident beam and the tribological surface.

was performed in a closed loop mode using a MILE digital
incremental encoder (Maxon Motor, Switzerland), which has
a resolution of 6400 counts/turn. The speed resolution at zero
load condition was better than ±0.1 rpm (0.5 mm/s) whereas
at 50 N it was better than ±2 rpm (10 mm/s), which was
verified by monitoring the real speed of the motor read by the
encoder at 30, 50, and 100 rpm.

The disc has a standard dimension of 1 mm thickness,
110 mm outer diameter, and 85 mm inner diameter. The large
size was chosen in order to increase the curvature of the wear
scar and thus make it easier to be identified. In addition,
the large size allows a larger area of the wear scar to be
scanned during the XAS experiments and thus obtaining a
more accurate averaged signal. The disc was fitted on a lower
extruded surface of 1.9 mm depth and 85 mm diameter on the
disc holder. To secure the disc, a fixture of a washer shape
with a 1 mm protrusion at its outer diameter was screwed to
the disc holder and tightened on the disc. The disc holder itself
was closely fitted to the motor shaft in order to maximize the
power transfer efficiency and reduce the backlash.

The pin of the apparatus consists of a ball fixed at one face
without any allowed rotation using an M5 socket head cap
screw. The standard size of the ball that was used during the
XAS experiments was 5.5 mm, although smaller and larger
sizes, i.e., 5, 6, and 6.5 mm, can be permitted as well.

The oil reservoir containing the disc and its holder
was heated using two 300 W FIREROD cartridge heaters
(Watlow Electric Manufacturing Co., USA) of 1/4′′ diameter
and 4′′ length. These heaters were controlled in a closed-
loop mode using an EZ-ZONE controller of two integrated

PID channels (Watlow Electric Manufacturing Co., USA).
The temperature of the oil was measured using two K-
type thermocouples embedded in the middle location of
the cartridge heaters. Using two thermocouples instead of
one insures the homogeneity of temperature throughout the
oil reservoir by controlling the temperature at two different
locations.

The load was applied using calibrated slotted test weights
on a hanger attached to the end of a loading arm. The
alignment of this arm and the apparatus was checked using an
electronic spirit level (Magnetic DXL360S Digital Protractor
angle finder, 360◦ inclinometer), which has a resolution of
0.01◦, accuracy of 0.05◦, and measuring range of 360◦ for a
single axis and ±40◦ for dual axis.

The friction force was measured using a compression
load cell (Phidgets, Inc., Canada). The cell has a load capacity
ranging from 0 to 4.5 kg. Figure 2 shows the friction force
calibration curve for the friction load cell of the tribotester. In
the range of the measured force, the output voltage increases
linearly with the added weights with a slope of 0.9 V/kg,
which is slightly different from the one of 1.0 V/kg suggested
by the manufacturer. The creep of the load cell was found to
be ±0.5 mV/h, which is within the long term deviation creep
of 5 mV, i.e., about 50 g, suggested by the manufacturer.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Materials and operating conditions

The oil used in this study was a poly-α-olefin oil, which
contains zinc dialkyldithiophosphate antiwear additive (P
concentration: 0.08%). The viscosity of the oil at 100 ◦C
is 4.2 cSt and at 40 ◦C is 18.7 cSt, which corresponds to a
viscosity index of 131. The counterbodies consisted of a ball,
which is fixed and free of rolling, and a disc, which rotates
with the motor. The disc has a diameter of 110 mm and was
made of spring steel (AISI 1074 / SAE 5165) of average
hardness of 47 on the Rockwell scale. The ball has a diameter

FIG. 2. Friction force calibration curve of the compression load cell used in
the tribotester. The calibration equation used to fit the experimental data and
the minimum weight detectable by the load cell are indicated.
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TABLE I. List of the experimental conditions during the in situ XAS
measurements.

Parameter Value

Temperature (◦C) 80
Load (Kg) 1.9
Contact pressure (GPa) 2.2
Sliding speed (rpm) 50
Shearing time (min) 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 30, and 60

of 5.5 mm and was made of grade 100 hardened steel (AISI
52100) of average hardness of 64 on the Rockwell scale.

The experimental conditions during the in situ XAS
experiments are summarized in Table I. The large contact
pressure, low sliding speed, and low hardness of the disc
compared to the ball indicate that a clear wear scar should
appear on the disc, as the experiments were performed in
the boundary lubrication regime in which asperity-asperity
contact occurs. This was verified by the visual inspection of
the disc even after a few seconds of shearing.

The experiments were performed under a helium
environment. The choice of helium is advantageous in many
ways. The low atomic number helium reduces absorption
of low-energy phosphorus and sulfur fluorescence signals.
In addition, owing to its unique characteristics of being
colorless, odorless, non-toxic, and non-flammable gas it can
be used at ambient and high temperatures without health
risks. Furthermore, helium is an inert gas and thus it is
not expected to interact or react with the metal surface
or the oil and its additives. The helium environment also
helps exclude water contamination, which originates from
the humidity carried by the ambient air, from affecting the
chemical reactions under study. Although this is different from
the real testing conditions that are affected by the presence
of oxygen and water, it helps understanding the fundamental
reactions with less complexity by excluding these factors. The
principal theory regarding the decomposition mechanisms
of ZDDP suggests that they can be thermal,53,54 thermo-
oxidative,13,55 hydrolytic,54 or hybrid. Focusing our attention
on one mechanism only, i.e., thermal, helps understanding the
extent of contribution of the other mechanisms by comparing

our results with the ones reported in the literature under more
realistic conditions.

During the acquisition of the XAS spectra, shearing was
stopped but the temperature control was maintained. Although
for real in situ experiments the test conditions should not be
altered, stopping shearing during the spectra acquisition was
performed in order to obtain time-resolved information both
inside and outside the wear scar. This is the first step towards
a complete in situ technique by acquiring the signal while the
disc is rotating, which is planned for the next beam time.

The location of the wear scar on the disc was identified
by elemental mapping of P and S using scanning micro-X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) mapping, as shown in Fig. 3 plotted
using PyMca application (version 5.1.1). The maps were
acquired from an area of 1.75 mm × 0.40 mm by moving
the tribotester in the lateral direction (x), in the horizontal
plane perpendicular to the incident beam, from −0.40 mm
to 1.35 mm with a step size of 0.01 mm and changing its
height along the y-axis, in the vertical plane, from −0.80 mm
to −1.20 mm with a step size of 0.02 mm. The mapping
was performed using an excitation energy of 2600 eV, which
is sufficient to observe the K shell peaks for both P and
S elements of interest as it is about 3000 eV higher than
the maximum kα emission energy of P (2010 eV) and S
(2309 eV). The energy window for the kα P peak was
defined between 1880 eV and 2100 eV whereas for the kα
S peaks was defined between 2200 eV and 2400 eV. During
acquisition, the data were analyzed online through the GDA
(Generic Data Acquisition) software (version 8.34) associated
with beam I18 by fitting the spectra with Gaussian peaks at
the regions of interest and subtracting the background using
a linear fit. The regions considered inside and outside the
wear scar as specified in Fig. 3 were determined based on
the diameter of the wear scar and footprint of the beam. As
the rig is designed such that the ball shears the disc in the
middle region between its internal and external diameters,
this results in a wear scar diameter of 97.5 mm measured
from the center of the disc. Taking into account that the rig
was at a glancing angle of 2◦, and the width and length of
the incident beam were 50 µm and 200 µm, respectively,
this produced a beam footprint of 50 µm × 2800 µm on the
disc. Due to the large diameter of the wear scar, the region
inside the wear scar can accommodate a beam footprint up

FIG. 3. XRF maps (1.75 × 0.40 mm2) of the distributions of P (left) and S (right) elements found on the disc after 10 min of shearing time. The maps were
captured by scanning the disc surface in the lateral direction along lines of 1.75 mm and in the vertical direction at different heights of 0.4 mm relative to the
incident beam. The schematic of the right-angled triangle abc (not to scale) was used to identify the size of the areas considered inside and outside the wear scar.
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to 6.2 mm. To insure that the signal is within the wear scar
without overlapping with regions from outside, the beam was
centered in the middle point of the wear scar at the brightest
and furthest spot to the left of the disc, as shown in Fig. 3. The
region outside the wear scar was selected to be at the same
y-coordinate of the region inside the wear scar, i.e., the same
sample height, but with an x-coordinate greater than 0.5 mm.

After the XFR maps acquisition and sample positioning,
the XAS spectra of P and S k-edges were acquired in two
locations. That is, one inside and one outside the wear scar,
which took typically about 15 min/scan. The scans were
repeated 3 times to obtain a better signal to noise ratio,
although a good ratio was also obtained using a single scan
only. The scanning parameters of the pre-edge, edge and
post-edge regions of S and P k-edges were as follows. The
pre-edge energy step was fixed at 3 eV with a time step
of 0.5 s. The edge energy step was fixed at 1 eV with a
time step of 0.5 s. Finally, the EXAFS step was set to a
high resolution of 0.1 eV with a long time step of 3 s in
order to obtain a better signal for data fitting and analysis.
Finally, Athena software (version 0.9.24) was used to correct
the background and normalize the acquired data following
standard procedures suggested by Ravel and Newville.56

B. Beamline and detector setup

The XAS experiments were performed using the I18
microfocus spectroscopy beamline at the Diamond Light
Source-Oxford (UK). The technical details of this beamline
were discussed in detail by Mosselmans et al.57 The I18 has
an X-ray beam of a high spatial resolution of 2 µm × 2 µm
and energy range between 2.05 keV and 20.5 keV. The
high spatial resolution of this beamline allows the analysis of
heterogeneous samples such as ZDDP tribofilms by providing
insight into the local variations in composition. The P and
S k-edges were acquired using the fluorescence yield (FY)
mode. The fluorescence detector (Hitachi, USA), which was
positioned vertically at a distance 20 cm above the sample,
was a four-element Vortex-Maine 4 silicon drift detector with
Xspress3 electronics processing (Quantum Detectors, UK).
It should be noted that the vertical geometry of the detector
relative to the surface can have a detrimental effect on the
acquired signal especially for thick and concentrated samples.
It can increase the elastic and Compton scattering by at
least one order of magnitude, which can result in an overall
decrease in the signal to noise ratio and deterioration of
the peaks heights.58 However, although the vertical geometry
worsens the inevitable attenuation of the signal amplitude,
it has a negligible effect on the energy shifts. Thus, for
comparing the positions of different peaks under the same
conditions, the vertical measurement geometry is sufficient.

As in the FY mode, X-ray beam can easily penetrate
the formed tribofilm, which has a few tens of nanometers
thickness, the technique is mostly considered surface
insensitive. However, the surface sensitivity can be largely
increased by aligning the sample below the critical glancing
angle relative to the incident beam. This results in a total
external reflection with an evanescent wave interacting with

only a few nanometers, i.e., less than 10 nm, of the surface
layers and decaying exponentially with the penetration depth.
The critical angle θc can be given by59

θc =


NAρreλ2 f 0

1 (λ)
Aπ

, (1)

where NA is Avogadro’s number (6.022 × 1023 atoms/mol),
ρ is the density (g/cm3), A is the atomic mass (g/mol)
of the probed element, re is the classical electron radius
(2.818 × 10−13 cm), λ is the wavelength (cm) of the
incident beam, and f 0

1 (λ) is the real part of the complex
atomic scattering factor, which for primary X-rays can be
approximated to the first order by the atomic number Z of
the target. Using a simplistic assumption that the tribofilm
consists mainly of sulfur (ρ = 2.1 g/cm3) or phosphorous
(ρ = 1.8 g/cm3), Equation (1) suggests that the average
critical glancing angle is less than 0.73◦, as shown in Fig. 4,
for both P and S at their average k-edge of 2150 eV and
2473 eV, respectively. A more realistic assumption that
the ZDDP tribofilm consists mainly of zinc polyphosphate7

(ρ = 3.3 g/cm3 60) suggests a critical glancing angle of 0.80◦.
Another parameter that is as important as the glancing

angle is the penetration depth of the incident beam into the
probed sample. The probed penetration depth z at any angle
α1 around the critical glancing angle is given by59

z =
λ

4
√

2π

1
�

α2
1 − θ2

c

�2
+ 4β2 −

�
α2

1 − θ2
c

�1/2 , (2)

where β is the imaginary part of the refractive index, which
is related to the mass attenuation coefficient, µ/ρ (g/cm4)
reported for different materials,61 as follows:

β =
λ

4π

(
µ

ρ

)
ρ, (3)

where µ is the linear attenuation coefficient (cm−1) and ρ is
the density of the probed element (g/cm3). A simpler formula
for the penetration depth z at an angle much less than this

FIG. 4. Penetration depth as a function of the glancing angle for smooth and
rough surfaces calculated at the k-edge of S and P. The vertical dotted line
marks the average critical angle for total external reflection for both P and S.
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critical angle, e.g., 0.1◦, can be given by

z =
λ

4πθc
. (4)

Figure 4 shows the change in the penetration depth with
the glancing angle calculated for P and S at their k-edge
photon energy. For an angle much below the critical angle, it
is possible to achieve a surface sensitivity of approximately
3 nm for both S and P. However, this is only true in the case
of a mirror smooth surface at which the specular reflection
can result in a total external reflection. On the other hand,
for rough surfaces, diffuse reflection causes the loss of the
total external reflection and therefore the penetration depth
becomes a linear function of the glancing angle.

As the disc surface has a 0.1 µm root-mean square
(RMS) roughness and similarly the patchy tribofilm formed
on the surface, this condition does not favor the total external
reflection. Therefore, the disc was held at an incident angle of
2◦ relative to the incident beam, which should give penetration
depths greater than 100 nm and 1 µm for P and S, respectively.
This should allow us to probe the whole thickness of the
tribofilm and track its overall compositional changes as a
function of time instead of the top surface layers only.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Characterization of P k -edge

Figures 5 and 6 show the evolution of the normalized
P k-edge spectra outside and inside the wear scar after
different shearing times. The ability to observe and distinguish
different features in the P signal during the tribological
test demonstrates the feasibility of this in situ technique
to unravel more information than what is possible using
ex situ techniques. Furthermore, the clear and strong peaks
indicate that the detrimental scattering effect due to the vertical
geometry of the detector, which was discussed in Section III B
is minimum.

The P k-edge spectra appeared to have four main peaks.
The first one, peak (a), appears at the low energy range at
2150.4 eV, which corresponds to unreacted ZDDP adsorbed
to the steel surface. The second peak (b) appears at 2152.2 eV,
which can be assigned to zinc phosphate whether of short or
long phosphate chains.34,36,51 The absence of a distinctive pre-
edge peak at 2148.0 eV indicates that the iron (III) phosphate
(FePO4) of short chains is absent or of low concentration but
does not provide any information regarding the presence of
any iron phosphates of longer chains.32 Additional two peaks,
(c) and (d), appear at 2160.0 eV and 2169.0 eV, respectively, in
the high energy post-edge region. The presence or absence of
these two peaks can be related to the structure and composition
of the formed phosphate. The post-edge peaks can provide
information regarding the oxidation state and arrangements
of the different elements within the phosphate glass structure
composing the tribofilm.62

The P k-edge spectra show different subtle changes
whether inside or outside the wear scar, which can provide
insight into the composition of the formed tribofilm. The main
changes are related to the evolution of peak (a) relative to

FIG. 5. Evolution of the normalized fluorescence yield (FF/I0) spectra of
P k-edge outside the wear scar after different shearing times showing the
transient changes in two main peaks, i.e., a: unreacted ZDDP at 2150.4 eV
and b: zinc phosphate at 2152.2 eV, and two high energy peaks, i.e., c: at
2160.0 eV and d: at 2169.0 eV. Each curve is vertically offset for clarity by
adding a constant, as specified on each curve, relative to the first curve.

peak (b) and the presence of the post-edge peaks over shearing
time.

Outside the wear scar, during the initial stage of the test,
i.e., after 2.5 min, the low energy peak (a) corresponding
to unreacted ZDDP dominates the higher energy peak (b)
corresponding to zinc phosphate. As heating continued, ZDDP
is consumed to form phosphate glass, which is obvious from
the substantial decrease in the height of peak (a) of the
unreacted ZDDP along with the simultaneous increase in
the height of peak (b) of zinc phosphate. After 30 min,
the individual peak (a) becomes convoluted in peak (b) and
appears as a shoulder. Similar conclusions can also be drawn
from the height and photon energy of the post-edge peaks (c)

FIG. 6. Evolution of the normalized fluorescence yield (FF/I0) spectra of
P k-edge inside the wear scar after different shearing times showing the
transient changes in two main peaks, i.e., a: unreacted ZDDP at 2150.4 eV
and b: zinc phosphate at 2152.2 eV, and two high energy peaks, i.e., c: at
2160.0 eV and d: at 2169.0 eV. Each curve is vertically offset for clarity by
adding a constant, as specified on each curve, relative to the first curve.
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and (d). At short heating times, these peaks are present as
distinctive peaks. As heating continued, the height of peak (c)
decreases until it disappears after 10 min whereas the height
of peak (d) shows an opposite trend. This progressive change
with heating time suggests a change in the composition of the
thermal film matrix and the length of the formed phosphate
chains.

The evolution of the P k-edge spectra inside the wear scar
shows inconspicuous common changes over time as compared
to the ones outside the wear scar. For instance, from the
beginning peak (a) appears to be convoluted in peak (b) and
exists as a shoulder, as compared to the case outside the wear
scar when this starts to occur after 30 min. In addition, peak
(c) is absent and only peak (d) appears in the post-edge region.
The main reason behind this invariant trend can be explained
as follows. As these experiments were not carried out at the
critical glancing angle, the acquired XAS signal originates
from not only the surface layer but also the bulk layers.
Therefore, the common features of the spectra over shearing
time indicate that the average composition of the tribofilm
is unchanged. This can be mainly related to the nature of
the ZDDP decomposition outside the wear, which is only
thermally activated, as compared to the one inside the wear
scar, which is thermally activated and mechanically assisted
process.15 This indicates that the ZDDP decomposition inside
the wear scar will be faster as the decomposition is assisted
by shear. The steady-state composition of the tribofilm can be
reached as early as after 2.5 min whereas the slow evolution of
the thermal film takes a longer period. This becomes evident
by noticing that only after 30 min does the spectrum of the
thermal film start to match the initial spectrum of the tribofilm
after 2.5 min of shear.

B. Characterization of S k -edge

The evolution of the normalized S k-edge spectra outside
and inside the wear scar after different shearing times is shown
in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The clear change observed after
the different heating and shearing times confirm the advantage
of using this in situ technique for following the chemical
changes without interfering with the sample or the testing
conditions. The S k-edge spectra appeared to have three main
and three secondary peaks. The first main peak, (a), appears
in the pre-edge region at 2469.5 eV, which can be related to
the presence of FeS.36 The second main peak, (b), appears at
2473.0 eV, which can be assigned to ZnS or alkyl sulfide.31

The third main peak, (c), appears at 2481.9 eV, which can be
attributed to ZnSO4

36 or FeSO4.33,36

The three other secondary peaks appear especially at
short shearing or heating times. The first two, peak (d) and
(e), which appear at 2475.5 eV and 2477.0 eV, respectively,
can be related to alkyl disulfide from the adsorbed ZDDP.36 On
the other hand, the third secondary peak, (f), which appears
at 2499.0 eV, can be mainly related to the presence of sulfate
species.

The evolution of S k-edge inside and outside the wear
scar showed similar trends. Initially, after heating or shearing
for a short period of time, e.g., 2.5 min, the sulfur composing

FIG. 7. Evolution of the normalized fluorescence yield (FF/I0) spectra of
S k-edge outside the wear scar after different shearing times showing the
change in three main peaks, i.e., a: FeS at 2469.5 eV, b: ZnS or alkyl sulfide
at 2473.0 eV, and c: ZnSO4 or FeSO4 at 2481.9 eV, and three secondary
peaks, i.e., d: alkyl disulfide at 2475.5 eV, e: alkyl disulfide at 2477.0 eV, and
f: sulfate species at 2499.0 eV. Each curve is vertically offset for clarity by
adding a constant, as specified on each curve, relative to the first curve.

the tribofilm appears mainly in the oxidized form of sulfate
with only a small concentration of the reduced sulfide form.
However, after longer shearing or heating times, the sulfate
concentration decreases whereas the sulfide concentration
increases, as indicated in the change of heights of peak
(b) and (c). These observations are in agreement with the
previously reported ex situ XAS study of Yin et al.,55 which
found that sulfate can form in the tribofilm during the early
stage of the test. This was related to the high temperature
at the contacting asperities during the running-in period due
to surface smearing and wear, which favors the formation
of sulfate. However, after smoothing the rough asperities the

FIG. 8. Evolution of the normalized fluorescence yield (FF/I0) spectra of S
k-edge inside the wear scar after different shearing times showing the change
in three main peaks, i.e., a: FeS at 2469.5 eV, b: ZnS or alkyl sulfide at
2473.0 eV, and c: ZnSO4 or FeSO4 at 2481.9 eV, and three secondary peaks,
i.e., d: alkyl disulfide at 2475.5 eV, e: alkyl disulfide at 2477.0 eV, and f:
sulfate species at 2499.0 eV. Each curve is vertically offset for clarity by
adding a constant, as specified on each curve, relative to the first curve.
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local temperature at the asperity contacts drops below the
critical temperature for sulfate formation and thus the more
stable ZnS is expected to form instead.

V. CONCLUSION

We have designed a mini pin-on-disc tribotester that can
be coupled with XAS to perform in situ tribological tests at
different loads, temperatures, and sliding speeds. Using this
apparatus, it was possible to follow and examine the evolution
of the ZDDP tribofilm composition over time through the
measurements of the k-edge XAS spectra of P and S. The
unique feature of this apparatus is that, for the first time,
the composition of ZDDP tribofilms and thermal films can
be studied at ambient pressure without altering the sample
condition.

The in situ XAS results suggested that the concentration
of zinc phosphate in the ZDDP thermal film outside the wear
scar increases progressively until it reaches the concentration
of the zinc phosphate in the tribofilm inside the wear scar.
This confirms the findings of previous studies that suggested
that the decomposition of ZDDP is a thermally activated
mechanically assisted process. The results also showed that
at the beginning of the test, ZDDP tribofilms and thermal
films consist of sulfur mainly in the form of sulfate with some
disulfide, which progressively changes into sulfide.

The findings of this study widens the scope of the
future investigations to study the reaction kinetics of different
materials under shear and realistic test conditions. It also
opens opportunities to study the evolution over time of ZDDP
additive on different surfaces and its interaction with other oil
additives under heat and shear.
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